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Hi Lin Lin! How are you doing? Hope your semester is getting off to a good start! I am back home on Long
Island and in a fifth grade classroom. My first couple of days were so overwhelming but I am getting into a
routine and starting to feel more comfortable. I am almost done teaching my first social studies unit on
European Explorations. I really dislike the text they use since it is very one sided like you said most are. I
have been making a point to have the students think of multiple perspective in any way that I can even
though it is difficult when the text is written from an English perspective. I talked a lot about Thanksgiving
when mentioning the Pilgrims and if that is really considered to be the "first Thanksgiving." When I was
teaching about the Jamestown colony, I gave the students an assignment to write a diary entry from the
perspective of either a Native American or an English settler. Because of your class I can see how children
can get the wrong impression about history. It is so important to show students that there are many sides
to a story. So I wanted to thank you for all you have taught me. The textbooks we had and your lessons
have been very beneficial. My next unit will be on the American Revolution and this unit I will type up to be
submitted to Taskstream so it has to be really great. I was wondering if there was any way for me to get
back onto the elearning from your class to see some of the lessons you had posted? Or if you could give
me any hands on activities. I remember the "tug of war" game which I thought was great but only wrote a
brief description. Do you think you could email it to me or explain again? Also if you think there is another
way I can use that idea without the rope since my students might not be responsible for that activity. I am
going to use the book My Brother Sam is Dead for the class to read as well. If you have any other ideas
that would be of great help. Thank you again for everything. You really have been one of the best
professors I have had at Cortland! Hope to hear from you soon!
-Brittany Rich

2011/12/20 Lin Lin <Lin.Lin@cortland.edu>
Hi, Brittany.

ELearning's grade book has many problems this year. I spent the whole day yesterday and the tech
specialists can't explain why I saw a different grade as you see it.  I'll change the grade for you, but  it
will take a while since I have to go through the proper channel to have the grade adjusted for you.

Apologies for the glitch. Have a good break.

Lin Lin
Associate Professor of Social Studies Education
Department of Childhood/Early Childhood Education
School of Education, SUNY at Cortland
Office: Ed Bldg 1250
607-753-4234

Women are like tea bags. You never know how strong they are until they are put in hot water. -- Eleanor
Roosevelt
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I just saw my grade was posted and I would just like to know why I ended up with an A-   Based on my
grades I thought I would have gotten much higher and even on elearning it says I have an A. If you
could just get back to me that would be greatly appreciated! Thank you.
Brittany Rich

On Friday, December 16, 2011,  <lin.lin@cortland.edu<mailto:lin.lin@cortland.edu>> wrote:
> Dear all,
>
> Thank you for uploading your social studies LP on TaskStream.
>
> As of 3pm, December 16, Friday, 2011, there are still 8 (eight) students in my three sections of EDU
480 haven't uploaded their lesson plan on TaskStream.
>
> 3 students from section 601
> 1 students from section 602
> 4 students from section 604
>
> I will not send individual emails as reminders, but please consider this message the last reminder.
>
> Next Monday, I must submit course final grade on MyRedDragon.
>
> Thank you for uploading your SS LP on TaskStream on time again.
>
> Lin Lin
> Message sent by Lin Lin
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